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The contributions of the 2m' and 2m intermediate states to the absorptive part of the K, p, +p,
decay amplitude are calculated. The result obtained for AbsF ' "(K, p, +p, ) diA'ers significantly from
that of Martin, de Rafael, and Smith. The value of AbsF(K,
p, +p, ) is also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

state contribution,
the unitarity

In connection with the negative result of the
search for the KJ g' p, decay' and the publication
of different theoretical models explaining the observed suppression of this decay rate, ' independent
estimation of the K»-g' p, decay rates is of
definite interest.
The most general expression for the decay amplitude K'- p, 'p is as follows:

-

& [&'-v'(P') v (P)] =~(P)

'-

9;+ r'+. ] v(P') .

Then the K, p. + p. decay amplitude conserving
CP is equal to )( 2 Jl, u(P) v(P'), and that of K,

is

W2

E, u(p)y'v(p').

In the present paper we use the notations adopted
in the paper of Martin, de Rafael, and Smith'
(hereafter referred to as MRS) if not stated to the

contrary.
Inthepapers of Refs. 3-5 the values of AbsFi and
AbsF, were calculated from the unitarity condition
taking into account the main intermediate states.
in our opinion, the n'n y intermeUnfortunately,
diate-state contributions to AbsF, and to AbsF,
found in MRS and Ref. 5, respectively, are erroneous.
In Sec. II of this paper we represent briefly our
calculations of AbsF', "& and point out the errors
contained in MRS.
In Sec. III the n'n y intermediate-state
contribution to AbsE, is considered, and the result for
AbsE2"'f' obtained in Ref. 6 is presented. The 3n
intermediate-state contribution to AbsF, is also
discussed in the same section.
In the present paper we follow all the assumptions accepted in Refs. 3 and 5, particularly the
conservation of CP.

II. PERTURBATION- THEORY LOWER BOUND
TO THE DECAY RATE

E, ~p, 'p

The value of AbsF, is determined mainly by the
contributions of the 2y, 2n', and 2m@ states. Since
our result for AbsF, "&~ differs from that of MRS,
we regard in this section the
intermediate-

is

which

equal to (according to

condition)
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AbsMR«, "r~«()t)g()')= —

f 4)'(4py)4
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(4py
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Here dV(2»r) is the phase space of the 2»y system
coming from the E, —27t'y decay. Summing up
over the y quantum polarization, and integrating
over all variables except ~ (~ is the y quantum
energy in the K', rest frame), we obtain
m~

Absx&"»
=C
i

de

~

f (z, (o).

+,

Here
„= (M»' —4m, '+z')/2M», X is the mass
of the y quantum, C is the constant

A(+-) u'

M»»

~„1

(2)

M» P~«'

f

and (A. , &u) is the function defined below in Eq. (6)
provided that + ~ A. .
At X = 0 integral (1) diverges logarithmically,
and
we are faced with the problem of the infrareddivergence separation. The correct way of solving
the problem is, for example, the following.
Rewriting expression (1) in the identical form,

we get
AbsE~~'

"

&~

— u — 0,
—[f ~) —f (0, 0)
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(3)
where
=

f(0, ~) =lim),

lim, f (0,

&u),

,f(X,

and 6

&u) at fixed (d&0, f(0, 0)
is an arbitrary small fixed

5« ~,„a, .
If we let A. -O at fixed 5 and after that 5-0, then
the second and the third terms in (3) tend to
mass:

— 0,
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The terms analogous to the first term in (3) are
omitted in MRS [see Eqs. (4.79)-(4.82) of MRS].
However, they should be taken into account because the integral
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G(d
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does not vanish, since the integrand converges to
[f (0, &u) — (0, 0) J /e nonuniformly in &u as X —0
(tc -X is of importance at small X), and hence the
order of integration over co and taking the limit
A,
cannot be interchanged.
We obtain'

ln

1 +f„,&y , ~

pp'+

1+pqy

M»

»1 +P„y
"

1+p

(6)

y

(0, ~) can be derived from. (6) if one sets y and y' equal to 1 in the right-hand side of Eq. (6).
The substitution x= (tc' -A. ')'"/u& results in the following form of the integral (5):
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—,

in Eq. (7) yields

AbsF(1 "& =C

, [Z(x) -Z(1)]= -0.067.

-0.492 —Q(t) ln M~/

=1.35xl0

"+

We now present the final result for the value of
AbsEI "&). Using Eqs. (1)-(4), (9), and taking into

x,
1

account-that

~&' '~'
0

f (0, 0) ln

—[f
d(u

f

= -Q(t) ln

M~ —
0.310,

we obtain

The summary

AbsF(t"

)

AbsF (")
~

1
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M

Q(t) ln

(10)

Notice that the term in AbsE, "& containing the
infrared divergence is canceled out by the similar
term coming from the 2» intermediate state (see
Table I.)
Besides the 2my intermediate-state contribution,
we have calculated the 2y and 2w intermediatestate contributions. Qur results for AbsE, '& and

(0, tc) — (0, 0)] = -0.115,

M» pv'

M~

1.35' 10 ~2 + C' ln(M~/X)
~0.9 x10 tAbsF('»'

table.

0.16x10 "-C'ln(M~fg)

~

~6x 10 AbsF )2&)

The result is obtained in MRS (see also Ref. 9).
The result is obtained in Ref. 4 with the use of the experimental value of the K& 2y decay rate.
The result is obtained in Ref. 6 taking account of the form factors and the experimental upper bound for the
Kz g'w y decay rate: 1 (K&»"w y) ~ 4x10 4I'(K& all). Neglecting the form factors gives ~AbsFt2&)/AbsFpY'~
= 0.5x10 2.
~ The
result is obtained in Ref. 11 (see also Ref. 12).

COMMENT

ON THE DECAY

OF NEUTRAL KAONS INTO MUON PAIRS

AbsE, '"' coincide' with those of MRS. According
to Eq. (10) and the appropriate equations given in
MRS, we have'

AbsE, =AbsE,"& +AbsE,'"'+AbsE, '"&'

1+ &Q'/m„' in the former amplitude, and 1+ oQ'/
m, ' in the latter one. Here MQ~ is the invariant
mass of the n'm system, and A. and o are parameters varying in the following limits (see Ref. 5):

)~ 0.8x10

—2

"r(A,'-all).

This result for AbsE, is about 1.5 times smaller
than that of MRS, and is of the opposite sign.
Notice that AbsE, '" was calculated in MRS by
means of the double dispersion relations, but the
question about necessary subtractions was not discussed. Our calculations show that the contributions of both diagrams 8(a) and 8(b) of MRS to the
but
amplitude A(v'w
p, 'p ) need subtractions,
after summing up, the subtraction terms cancel
out (when the muons are on their mass shells),
and thus the result for AbsE,
obtained by
Martin, de Rafael, and Smith appears to be cor-

-

"

E2

~ JIL'p

DECAY AMPLITUDE

The two-photon intermediate state is known to
give the main contribution to AbsE, :

AbsE~'»

s&E'~'~

- 6xlo-;

~AbsF, '" /AbsE, '~'I ~ 3x»

'.

0 &0 &3 m2

~

P

P

~5.5x10

'.

(13)

As was shown in Refs. 6 and 11 (published later),
the results (12)-(13) are essentially overestimated
as a matter of fact. The result of Ref. 11, obtained
within the framework of current algebra and with
the help of the dispersion relation over the 3nsystem mass, is the following":

~AbsF~'"&/AbsF, "&'I-6x10

'.

The contribution of the 2ny intermediate state to
AbsE, was calculated in Ref. 6, all assumptions
made in Ref. 5 being accepted. It was found there

that
IAbsF', "~'/AbsE~2~l

Rafael, and Smith (MRS) estimated the 2ny and
contributions to AbsF, from
Sn intermediate-state
dimensional considerations and obtained
s,"E'~'/Ab

&3 m2y

~AbsE'"~'/AbsE&'~'~

=1.4x10-"

(see Ref. 10). The corrections to AbsE, due to the
other intermediate-state contributions were calculated earlier in MRS and Ref. 5. Martin, de

~Ab

&A.

Gaillard, using the experimental upper bound for
the K~-2my decay rate and neglecting the bremsstrahlung contribution to the amplitude A(Az
—v'w y), obtained the following result:

rect.
III. THE ABSORPTIVE PART OF THE

m2P

2

2

2

=0 4x10-»
1'(&, —y'p
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I

-0.9x10 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we present in Table I a summary of
the different intermediate-state
contributions to
AbsE, , calculated under conventional assumptions.
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ally. The perturbation-theory
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(n/Mg

)Py

PP~,

gives a result which is about an order of magnitude.
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Erratum

Erratum:

Hyperon-Nucleon

Scattering.

I. Invariant

and Helicity Amplitudes

[Phys. Rev. D 6, 2513 (1972)] .
Yu-Chien Liu

1. The right-hand side of Eqs. (5) and (19) should
be multiplied by y(X, ) and g( —g', ), respectively,
where r (+) = (,') and y( —) = (,').
2. In f, of Eq. (9), the factor Pcp~Ec~ multiplying E, should read p~&~Ec;D.
3. Equation (12) should read cos8, =[s(t-u)+ )
while Eq. (34) should read cos8„= [u(t —s) —
j.
4. The factor s in f, and f, of Eq. (14) should be
absent; similarly for the factor t in g, and g, of
Eq. (24).
5. In Eq. (27), the right-band side cf 5, should be
~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

-1,

while the right-hand side of b7
multiplied by
and b, should both be multiplied by —,
6. The positions of and I', in cI~ of Eq. (45)
should be interchanged.
7. When performing an st or su crossing, the
angles 6, and 6„defined in this article should be
modified as -6, and -6„, respectively, so that

'.

I;

-

cos6, —cos6„sin6, -sin6„etc. See, for example, Fig. 1 of Y. Hara, Prog. Theor. Phys. 45,
584 (1971)
~

